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steadily, amid the alternating gleam and gloom—fit guar-
dian of that still living and burning memory, which Is
St. Francis.
'We shall be happy here, shan't we?' said Diana,
stealing a hand into her companion's. ' And we needn't
hurry away/
She drew a, long breath. Muriel looked at her tenderly
—enchanted whenever the old enthusiasm, the old buoy-
ancy reappeared. They had now been in Italy for nearly
two months. Muriel knew that for her companion the
time had passed in one long wrestle for a new moral
and spiritual standing-ground. All the glory of Italy
had passed before the girl's troubled eyes as something
beautiful but incoherent, a dream landscape, on which
only now and then her full consciousness laid hold.
For feo the intenser feeling of youth, full reality belongs
only to the world within; the world where the heart loves
and suffers. Diana's true life was there; and she did not
even admit the loyal and gentle woman who had taken
a sister's place beside her, to a knowledge of its ebb and
flow. She bore herself cheerfully and simply; went to
picture galleries and churches; sketched and read; making
no parade either of sorrow or of endurance. Bat the Im-
pression on Mrs. Colwood all the time was of a desperately
struggling soul; voyaging strange seas of grief alone.
She sometimes—though rarely—talked with Muriel of
her mother's case ; she would sometimes bring her Mend
a letter of her father's, or a fragment of journal from
that full and tragic store which the solicitors had cow
placed in her hands; generally escaping afterwards from
all comment; only able to fear a look, a pressure of the
hand. But as a rale she kept her pain out of sight. In
the long dumb debate with herself she had grown thin
and pale. There was nothing, however, to be done,
nothing to bs said. The devoted friend could only wakh
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